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Avaya EquinoxTM
Experience: Team
Collaboration Integration

Unified
Communications
and Team
Collaboration in
One App

A true unified communications (UC) experience is what the Avaya
Equinox Experience is all about. With its “mobile-first” Top of Mind screen,
the Avaya Equinox solution provides at-a-glance visibility to meetings,
instant messaging and call history, giving users a single place to keep
themselves up to date and productive regardless of where their day may
take them.
That same true UC experience is now extended with the integration of
cloud-based team collaboration. Avaya Equinox now enables users to
achieve the full benefits of a team work environment that integrates voice,
video, persistent team chat and messaging, along with file and screen
sharing, all from within the Avaya Equinox Experience.

Highly Effective and Persistent Team Collaboration
The Avaya Equinox solution makes collaborating with team members
inside or outside your organization easier than ever before. Whether
you’re on your PC or Mac at work, your tablet at home, or on your mobile
phone any place in between, Avaya Equinox gives you the tools to engage
your team members, drive productivity and faster decision making, and
share information that will help bring your team activities to a successful
conclusion. Now Avaya Equinox enables teams to easily and persistently
connect and share content via any communications channel—chat, voice,
video, and web conferencing.
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A complete and
integrated team
collaboration and
unified communications
solution:
• Persistent Team Chat
and One-to-One
Instant Messaging
• File Sharing
• Audio and Video
Meetings with Screen
Sharing
• Calendar Integration
• Task Administration
• Enterprise-Grade
Voice, Video and
Applications

Avaya Equinox provides one-on-one instant messaging for those quick
questions and issues that don’t need the entire team, as well as crossteam chat for items that do. With their rich, multimedia capabilities
these messaging solutions allow the addition of virtually any kind of file
including audio, video, photos and diagrams. And persistent chat means
that team members can catch up on progress while working across time
zones or when team members are off line with travel or other activities.
A permanent repository for file sharing is a critical team management tool
that helps everyone stay up to date and contribute their expertise. Avaya
Equinox now embeds file sharing into each space for quick access to the
documents your team needs. When a project deadline is required, Avaya
Equinox has you covered with its integrated task assignment engine. Team
members can easily create, see and respond to task assignments, monitor
progress and learn when tasks are done.
When it’s time for the team to start some face-to-face collaboration,
Avaya Equinox provides complete meeting capabilities including audio
and video conferencing with screen sharing. Whether separated by a
few floors or many miles, Avaya Equinox conferencing provides team
members with the opportunity for personal interaction, enabling them to
see content and collaborate in real time.

Easy-to-Manage, Easy-to-Use
In the Avaya Equinox Experience, anyone can create and manage a team
space. Just as important, users can quickly and easily set the preferences
that keep them “in the loop” without receiving overwhelming notifications.
Multiple spaces can be established, one for each project or team, using
the fast, intuitive interface. Within each space, the team roster presence
lets you see who is on or off line. With the easy-to-use Avaya Equinox
Experience, you’ll find your people self-organizing around key tasks,
helping to drive productivity across your organization.
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Enterprise-Grade
BENEFITS:
• Single, EnterpriseGrade Solution
Simplifies User
Experience and
Administration

For the enterprise, security is always a concern. Your employees may
already be using a consumer-based messaging solution, but it may fail
to meet your corporate guidelines or regulations. Avaya Equinox goes
beyond the capabilities of those consumer solutions, providing access
to enterprise grade voice, video and file sharing while giving IT the
confidence that application usage is more secure and controlled.

• Easy-to-Use Intuitive
Interface

Accessible to Everyone

• Easily Reach Team
Members Outside Your
Organization
• Cost-Effective and
Flexible Tiers Based on
Individual Needs

Setting up meetings and inviting members is a snap. With team
collaboration capabilities in the cloud, Avaya Equinox breaks down
enterprise walls and lets external members fully participate too. This
makes engaging nearly any resource as easy as adding their email address
to the team space and sending an invitation. Integrations with Microsoft
Outlook and Google Calendar allow users to add meeting details to an
invitation with a single click. Avaya Equinox is great for ad-hoc meetings
too; sending a “Can you meet me now?” instant message is all it takes.
Just as in scheduled meetings, access to the complete set of conferencing
capabilities is available in ad-hoc meetings as well.

Cloud Team Collaboration is Included with Avaya
Equinox Solution
If that sounds like a valuable set of capabilities, then you’ll be amazed to
learn that Avaya Equinox basic team collaboration is free! Basic includes
team space creation and management, web and mobile app access,
room chat, one-to-one instant messaging and video calling, file sharing
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Integrate
Your Team
Collaboration
into a Single,
Intuitive, Secure
and EnterpriseGrade Unified
Communications
Platform.

(1 GB), and voice conferencing for up to five participants with content
sharing. Once you’ve seen the difference team collaboration can make
in your business, you can move up to the Plus ($5 per user, per month)
and Business ($25 per user, per month) editions. The Plus and Business
editions provide an increased number of audio and video conferencing
participants, unlimited file sharing, and offer expanded support options
(please see table below).
Integrate your team collaboration into a single, intuitive, secure and
enterprise grade unified communications platform and see the difference
that the Avaya Equinox Experience can make in your team’s productivity.

Basic

Price

About Avaya
Businesses are built on the
experiences they provide
and every day millions of
those experiences are built
by Avaya (NYSE:AVYA).
For over one hundred
years, we’ve enabled
organizations around the
globe to win—by creating
intelligent communications
experiences for customers
and employees. Avaya
builds open, converged
and innovative solutions
to enhance and simplify
communications and
collaboration—in the cloud,
on premise, or a hybrid
of both. To grow your
business, we’re committed
to innovation, partnership,
and a relentless focus on
what’s next. We’re the
technology company you
trust to help you deliver
Experiences that Matter.
Visit us at www.avaya.com.

Free

Plus

Business

$5 per month per
user (billed
annually)

$25 per month per
user (billed
annually)

$6 per month per
user (billed
monthly)

$28.50 per month
per user (billed
monthly)

Space Creation
and
Management

•

•

•

Online Support

1 request/
month

5 requests/month

Unlimited

Team Chat

•

•

•

Direct
Messaging

•

•

•

File Sharing

1 (GB)

Unlimited

Unlimited

Online Voice
Conference

up to 5
participants

up to 25
participants

up to 60
participants

Direct Online
Video Calling

•

•

•

up to 15
participants

Up to 25
participants

Online Video
Conference

Learn More
Contact your Avaya representative or visit www.avaya.com to learn more
about the Avaya Equinox Experience and discover how it can drive results
in your organization every day.
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